
CBA Curriculum Committee  
Meeting Minutes  
11/19/21, 4pm  
Present:  Annino, Damali, Hamman, Komissarov, Liu, Nasif 

Guest/Advisory: McDermott, Vidden, Miller, Graham, Achenreiner 
Next meeting:  December 3rd, 4pm, Teams  
 

1. Approval of the Minutes from 10/15/21 (Support-Oppose-Abstain: 5, 0, 0) 

2. Review of MGT 308 CIM  

The committee discussed the proposed change in prerequisites on the MGT 308 CIM and chose to 

table the motion to approve for further discussion at the December 3rd meeting. Questions include 

whether other courses in the curriculum also require similar changes, why there are no prerequisite 

courses from the pre-core listed for MGT 308, and whether junior standing should be included in the 

prerequisites for any of our courses. Hamman will reach out to core course coordinator for MGT 308 

and invite comments to guide reconsideration at December 3rd meeting and gather language from 

other core courses for comparison. 

3.  Discussion of Global LO – Uzay Damali and Shiang Liu 

The committee listed to a presentation intended to frame discussion an next steps for revision of a 

global learning outcome. The committee discussed the relationships and distinctions between global 

knowledge and cultural competency. The discussion concluded with a plan to consider two separate 

learning outcomes reflecting these two domains and revisit whether the cultural competency 

learning outcome belongs under the global learning goal, under social responsibility, or in a separate 

new goal. The key reason for this consideration is cultural competency has domestic as well as global 

and international relevance. At the next meeting Drs. Damali and Liu will provide draft language of 

the global LO for the committee to consider and Drs. Hamman and Nasif will provide draft language 

of a cultural competency LO and a recommendation for where to place it (within existing or under a 

new learning goal).  

4. Discussion of proposal for a regular curriculum review process 

Dr. Hamman provided a draft proposal for a four-year cycle of curriculum review that would 

encompass the core and precore courses and involve explicit participation from Core Course 

Coordinators and partnership with AOL. Committee members will review this proposal and 

discussion will resume at the next meeting. Dr. Hamman will provide information about a process for 

presenting a proposal of this sort to the college and required steps to implement it. 

5. Timeline for Writing in the College Proposal 

Due to limited time, discussion of support for a Writing in the College proposal and next steps will 

occur at the next meeting. 

Meeting adjourned 5:07pm 


